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Love and Commitment

1980-02

love choices but hate choosing welcome to the club the choice effect is for young women who have
all the opportunities in the world and no idea how to decide among them it s one thing to have lots of
options when it comes to fulfilling careers or traveling the world but what does it mean for our
love lives how can you know whether you re with the right person or if the time is right when you
haven t vetted the other possibilities with hard won insight plus interviews with a whole host of
other women who are living it the twentysomething friends and authors of the choice effect explain
why their generation is sidestepping traditional timelines they look at the question of choice in the
twenty first century as they give voice to their generation s dilemma how do you choose when you ve
been taught you can have it all

Covenanted Happiness

2007

commitment is one of the most researched concepts in organizational behavior this edited book in the
siop organizational frontiers series with contributions from many scholars attempts to summarize
current research and suggests new directions for studies on commitment in organizations commitment is
linked to other concepts ie satisfaction involvement motivation and identification and is studied
across cultural lines both the individual and group levels of building and maintaining commitment are
discussed

The Choice Effect

2010-05-25

a celebration of love and commitment these stories from renowned figures span the bridge from love at
first sight to a reluctant proposal acceptance sometimes in the same relationship these are love
stories of legend told in photos by mort hamburg and life stories of people destined to be with one
another for the long haul written by kashmir hill

Politics, Art and Commitment in the East European Cinema

1983-06-18

showcasing the very latest in the theory research and practice of acceptance and commitment therapy
act across a range of clinical applications including eating disorders depression anxiety schizophrenia
borderline personality disorder ptsd and substance abuse with contributions from leading act
practitioners including co founders kirk strosahl kelly wilson and rob zettle chapters range from
detailed treatments of the scientific and theoretical aspects of the act model and research program
to detailed discussions of how to apply act to a variety of human problems divided into two parts
the first section features theoretical treatments of act with the second and larger section presenting
extended descriptions of how to apply act in different contexts this rich content mix reflects the
strengths of the contextual behavioral science cbs research program espoused by michael levin and
steven hayes from the university of nevada in the end act is an applied treatment model and as such it
lives and dies by its ability to effectively benefit a wide variety of clients in order to make the
treatment increasingly effective and to maximize understanding about precisely how the treatment
works its tenets must be theoretically coherent firmly based on empirically tried and true principles
and must have its active psychological processes clearly identified and sufficiently assessed this
book clearly demonstrates such a mix of full application an appreciation of basic applied research
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linkage clear and behaviorally consistent conceptualization of specific problem areas and coherent
explication of the act model this book will not only tell you what to do with clients struggling
with various problems it will also tell you how those things work

Commitment in Organizations

2012-11-12

rational choice theory forms the core of the economic approach to human behaviour it is also the
most influential philosophical account of practical rationality yet there are persistent
controversies about the scope of rational choice theory in philosophy and increasingly in economics
as well a leading critic is the philosopher and nobel laureate economist amartya sen who put forward
a trenchant critique of rational choice theory in his seminal paper rational fools sen emphasizes the
importance of commitment those aspects of human behavior which dispose individuals to co operate
follow norms and identify with others he argues that rational choice theory cannot accommodate
commitment and demands a more adequate account of rationality the question of how to account
for the rationality of commitment is very much an open issue and if anything even more pressing today
than when sen first raised it in rationality and commitment thirteen leading philosophers and
economists discuss sen s claims and propose their own answers to the question of how to account
for the rationality of committed action the volume concludes with a specially written reply by sen in
which he responds to his critics and provides a rich commentary on the preceding essays

Commitment

2013-01-15

what is a committed employee are such employees better or worse off than uncommitted employees
what are the organizational advantages and disadvantages of having a committed workforce this
book overviews academic and popular perspectives on commitment in employees it examines the multiple
faces of commitment and the links that have been established between the various forms of commitment
and organizational behaviour in addition questions concerning individual differences organizational
characteristics job characteristics and work experiences associated with commitment are explored the
volume concludes with a discussion of what organizations can do to manage commitment effectively
including under difficult circumst

Acceptance and Commitment Therapy

2009

since the original publication of this seminal work acceptance and commitment therapy act has come
into its own as a widely practiced approach to helping people change this book provides the definitive
statement of act from conceptual and empirical foundations to clinical techniques written by its
originators act is based on the idea that psychological rigidity is a root cause of a wide range of
clinical problems the authors describe effective innovative ways to cultivate psychological
flexibility by detecting and targeting six key processes defusion acceptance attention to the present
moment self awareness values and committed action sample therapeutic exercises and patient therapist
dialogues are integrated throughout new to this edition reflects tremendous advances in act clinical
applications theory building and research psychological flexibility is now the central organizing
focus expanded coverage of mindfulness the therapeutic relationship relational learning and case
formulation restructured to be more clinician friendly and accessible focuses on the moment by moment
process of therapy see also experiencing act from the inside out a self practice self reflection
workbook for therapists by dennis tirch laura r silberstein tirch r trent codd iii martin j brock and m
joann wright
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Rationality and Commitment

2007-12-13

m blain smith offers a wealth of compassionate and practical counsel for those who want to enjoy
not fear and avoid the benefits of commitment

Commitment in the Workplace

1997-01-27

this new third edition of the best selling coaching for commitment is based on the groundbreaking
coaching work of the late dennis c kinlaw in this thoroughly revised and updated edition the authors
cindy coe and amy zehnder clearly show that coaching is a proven strategy for improving performance
in today s environment of intense competitiveness for total customer satisfaction continuous
improvement and the drive to deliver superior products and services this book includes the most
current coaching strategies and methodologies and provides information on the latest definitions of
what coaching is and ways to succeed at coaching the authors take kinlaw s concept of tying
coaching and commitment one step further and make commitment to action part of a new coaching
model coaching for commitment offers a practical how to guide to coaching for anyone no matter
what their skill level who wants to hone their coaching skills for a range of circumstances and using
a variety of methods face to face with a virtual team on the fly by phone or e mail coaching for
commitment is filled with easy to use tools illustrative examples and sample coaching conversations
that clearly show how to use the coaching process understand the underlying model and develop the
needed skills

Acceptance and Commitment Therapy

2011-11-14

this book develops a logical analysis of dialogue in which two or more parties attempt to advance
their own interests it includes a classification of the major types of dialogues and a discussion of
several important informal fallacies the authors define the concept of commitment in a way that
makes it useful in evaluating arguments in traditional logic a proposition is either true or false and
that is the end of it in this new framework an arguer can be held to his or her commitments in some
cases but in other cases he or she can retract them without violating any rule of the dialogue
commitment in dialogue studies the conditions under which commitments should be held or may be
retracted within an argument an extensive case study of a discussion in medical ethics is used to bring
together two traditions or schools of thought that had not been integrated previously the rigorous
lorenzen school of formal logic and the more permissive hamblin style dialogue it introduces these
methods of evaluation and offers guidelines for analyzing the text of discourse the book could be
used in both intermediate and advanced courses in informal logic argumentation and critical thinking
but it is accessible to the reader with no background in these fields as well each chapter is summarized
and additional problems to be solved are presented

The Yes Anxiety

2011-11

they wrote the definitive book of the fear of commitment men who can t love they also coined the term
commitmentphobia now drawing from in depth interviews as well as his own personal struggle with
commitment carter takes the next step with this book offering concrete solutions for finding and
keeping long term love falling in love and staying in love requires its own kinds of heroism our hearts
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have to be brave as well as loving that is because it takes real courage to love it takes real
courage to make a commitment this book is about finding that courage

Coaching for Commitment

2013-04-03

popular myths about love set us up for a struggle with real life the inconvenient truth is there s no
such thing as a perfect partner all couples fight and feelings of love come and go like the weather but
that doesn t mean you can t have a joyful and romantic relationship through a simple program based
on the revolutionary new mindfulness based acceptance and commitment therapy act you can learn to
handle painful thoughts and feelings more effectively and engage fully in the process of living and
loving together

Commitment in Dialogue

1995-01-01

relationships take work in this much anticipated book best selling author matthew mckay and
psychologist avigail lev present the ten most common relationship schemas and provide an evidence
based acceptance and commitment therapy act treatment protocol for professionals to help clients
overcome the barriers that hold them back in their relationships romantic relationships are a huge
challenge for many of us as evidenced by our high divorce rates but what is it that causes so much
pain and discord in many relationships in acceptance and commitment therapy for couples matthew
mckay and avigail lev provide the first act based treatment protocol for couples that identifies the
ten most common relationship schemas and the coping behaviors they drive to help you guide clients
through their pain and toward solutions that reflect the needs and values of the couple rather than
working to stop relationship schemas from being triggered or to reduce schema pain you ll be able to
help your clients observe and name what triggers their rigid coping behaviors when their schemas are
activated and by learning new skills when they re triggered your clients will be able to replace
avoidant and coping behaviors with values based action for the betterment of the relationship by
making your clients avoidant behavior the target of treatment as opposed to their thoughts and
beliefs this skills based guide provides the tools you need to help your clients change how they
respond to their partner

Getting to Commitment

2000

an innovative addition to the literature of military studies this exploration of the issues of
legitimacy and commitment in the military focuses on the contemporary military situation critically
analyzing current fault lines and future trends in this area the editors thomas c wyatt and reuven
gal contend that post world war ii wars are different from the two wars preceding them that the
nontraditional wars in algeria vietnam pakistan lebanon the falkland islands and grenada among
others can be characterized by issues of national concensus and home support political debates moral
argumentations and counterargumentations demonstrations and alienation and conscientious
objectors in such wars weapons systems training and tactics become secondary to issues of
legitimacy and commitment military organizations too are different in that they are now prepared not
only for wars but also for peace and peace keeping missions that consist of police type or
constabulary tasks also the volunteer army has largely replaced the army composed mainly of
conscripts and these better educated soldiers are different in that they will examine carefully the
sources of military legitimation before furnishing the unconditional commitment that is the backbone of
the military fighting spirit the volume s eleven chapters were contributed by an international group of
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leading behavioral scientists who write from the perspectives of a wide scope of disciplines including
psychology sociology history philosophy anthropology and military studies the work is divided into
three main parts that focus on some of the theoretical puzzles inherent in the combination of military
ethics and moral values assess sources of legitimacy and commitment and detail the manifestation and
measurement of commitment and legitimacy in a variety of nations and organizations the subjects of
conscientious objection educational benefits the army reserve and the vietnamese u s soviet and israeli
armies are a few of the intriguing topics scrutinized here as a whole legitimacy and commitment in the
military provides an essential collection for the military student the scholar the soldier and military
professionals who aspire to leadership the various individual chapters offer unique insights for
students and researchers in the fields of ethics history anthropology and the behavioral sciences

ACT with Love

2010-06-21

harness act to live a healthier life do you want to change your relationship with painful thoughts
and feelings that are holding you back from making changes to improve your life in acceptance and
commitment therapy for dummies you ll discover how to identify negative and unhealthy modes of
thinking and apply acceptance and commitment therapy act principles throughout your day to day life
creating a healthier richer and more meaningful existence with yourself and others closely connected
to cognitive behavioural therapy cbt act is an evidence based nice approved therapy that uses
acceptance and mindfulness strategies mixed in with commitment and behaviour changing strategies to
help people increase their psychological flexibility in both their personal and professional lives with
the help of this straightforward and authoritative guide you ll find out how to target unpleasant
feelings and not act upon them without sending yourself spiraling down the rabbit hole the objective is
not happiness rather it is to be present with what life brings you and to move toward valued
behaviour shows you how to banish unhelpful thoughts guides you to making room for painful
feelings teaches you how to engage fully with your here and now experience helps you cope with
anxiety depression stress ocd and psychosis whether you re looking to practice self care at home or
are thinking about seeing an act therapist acceptance and commitment therapy for dummies makes it
easier to live a healthier and more productive life in spite of and alongside unpleasantness

Acceptance and Commitment Therapy for Couples

2017-03-01

this book is the most practical clinical guide on acceptance and commit ment therapy act said as one
word not as initials yet available it is designed to show how the act model and techniques apply to
various disorders settings and delivery options the authors of these chapters are experts in applying
act in these various areas and it is intriguing how the same core principles of act are given a nip here
and a tuck there to fit it to so many issues the purpose of this book in part is to emboldened
researchers and clinicians to begin to apply act wherever it seems to fit the chapters in the book
demonstrate that act may be a useful treat ment approach for a very wide range of clinical problems
already there are controlled data in many of these areas and soon that database will be much larger
the theory underlying act relational frame theory or rft and yes here you say the initials makes a
powerful claim psy chopathology is to a significant degree built into human language fur ther it
suggests ways to diminish destructive language based functions and ways of augmenting helpful ones
to the extent that this model is cor rect act should apply to a very wide variety of behavioral
issues because of the centrality of language and cognition in human functioning

Legitimacy and Commitment in the Military

1990-09-18
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this isn t just a relationship self help guide although every young man should pick it up and read it this
book outlines how couples who decide to commit to sticking together are more likely to do so than
those who simply slide into an ever more constrained relationship frank young head of family policy
centre for social justice you re in a relationship maybe you ve been together for a while or you are
just starting out maybe you re living together or just thinking about it it seems great but you want
to be sure with the decline of marriage the relationship game has changed yet we re still not very sure
about how to play it moving in together early on has become the new social norm but it s not risk free
the nature of cohabitation itself can encourage ambiguity and drift in a promising relationship and
make it hard to end an unpromising one accepting that cohabitation is here to stay harry benson offers
a roadmap to navigate the ups and downs of modern relationships drawing on the latest research on
relationships and commitment he introduces the two year rule and other rules for romance that will
help couples make the right choices find the reliable love they seek and ultimately to commit or quit

The Power of Commitment

1987

jedediah purdy calls for common things his letter of love for the world s possibilities indeed these
pages which garnered a flurry of attention among readers and in the media constitute a passionate and
persuasive testament to the value of political social and community reengagement drawing on a wide
range of literary and cultural influences from the writings of montaigne and thoreau to the recent
popularity of empty entertainment and breathless chroniclers of the technological age purdy raises
potent questions about our stewardship of civic values most important purdy offers us an engaging
honest and bracing reminder of what is crucial to the healing and betterment of society and impels us
to consider all that we hold in common

Commitment

1982

the literature on acceptance and commitment therapy act is vast but if you want to dig down to the
essentials of act you ve found the right volume nothing central is left out and nothing unnecessary is
left in written by one of the world s experts on act this book delivers highly recommended dr steven c
hayes foundation professor university of nevada this practical easy to use book introduces the
theory and practice of acceptance and commitment therapy act a key contextual third wave cbt
approach the book takes the reader through the therapeutic stages from start to end showing how
to use acceptance and mindfulness together with commitment and behaviour change strategies to
improve mental health this is a uniquely concise and clear introduction that does not require prior
knowledge of the approach it puts the emphasis on practical interventions and direct applicability in
real practice avoids jargon and complex language is full of case examples to translate the theory
into practice includes key points and questions to test readers comprehension of the topics covered
after reading this book readers will be able to apply basic act interventions for common problems and
will know if they are interested in more in depth training in act this is a must have overview of act for
cbt trainees on graduate level courses in the uk and worldwide it will also be of value to
practitioners on act workshops and short courses as preliminary or follow up reading

Acceptance and Commitment Therapy For Dummies

2016-01-12

the state of affairs brings together contributions on the study of sexual affairs in committed
personal relationships based on a range of survey data the chapters discuss the impacts of affairs on
individuals partners other members of the family unit
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Satisfaction and Commitment in Gay Male Relationships

1995

a direct eloquent unabashed argument on behalf of sexual fidelity its meaning its blessing its rewards
its necessity for heterosexuals and homosexuals alike this book reminds readers of how deeply the
powerful physical tempest that is sexual desire is connected to heart and soul

Commitment in Marriage

2013-03-19

this new essay collection by distinguished philosopher margaret gilbert provides a richly textured
argument for the importance of joint commitment in our personal and public lives topics covered by
this diverse range of essays range from marital love to patriotism from promissory obligation to the
unity of the european union

A Practical Guide to Acceptance and Commitment Therapy

1981

we investigate models of cheap talk information disclosure and bayesian persuasion in a unied
experimental framework our umbrella design permits the analysis of models that share the same
structure regarding preferences and information but dier in two dimensions the rules governing
communication which determine whether information is veriable and the sender s commitment power which
determines the extent to which she can commit to her communication strategy commitment is predicted
to have opposite eects on information transmission depending on whether information is veriable our
design exploits these variations to explicitly test for the role of rules and commitment in
communication our experiments provide general support for the strategic rationale behind the role of
commitment and more specically for the bayesian persuasion model of kamenica and gentzkow 2011 at
the same time we document signicant quantitative deviations most notably we nd that rules matter in
ways that are entirely unpredicted by the theory suggesting a novel policy role for information
veriability

Love and Commitment

2020-05-11

dan savage s mother wants him to get married his boyfriend terry says no thanks because he doesn t
want to act like a straight person their six year old son dj says his two dads aren t allowed to get
married but that he d like to come to the reception and eat cake throw into the mix dan s straight
siblings whose varied choices form a microcosm of how americans are approaching marriage these days
and you get a rollicking family memoir that will have everyone gay or straight right or left single or
married howling with laughter and rethinking their notions of marriage and all it entails

Commit or Quit

2000-09-12

wallace makes an eloquent case for sexual fidelity the new yorker in this book that presents marriage
as an art and a spiritual exercise drawing inspiration from both contemporary psychology and ancient
spiritual traditions catherine wallace shares her vision of marriage in which the rewards are limitless
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properly nurtured our sexual needs and vulnerabilities turn out not to be liabilities but powerful
generative gifts at a time when emotional commitments are increasingly fragile and short lived
wallace makes a direct and eloquent plea on behalf of sexual fidelity its blessings its demands its
moral and emotional necessity

For Common Things

1976

shows pastors how to build high commitment within their churches despite the cultural tendency to
avoid commitment

Community and Commitment

2011-03-11

a few months ago i sensed the lord wanted me to write a book on being committed day in and day out
not just about some fad that comes and goes as they do each decade or even monthly but of the
eternal perspective he has and gives to us people need something to stand on that doesn t shift with
every wind and movement that comes along they need solid ground especially when their world begins
to shake there is no other on which to stand on which to build one s life than on the word of god the
torah the bible the very one who has created everything certainly knows what is needed for each of us
to achieve fulfillment purpose and the destiny he has given in his ultimate realm of salvation
redemption and life with him for us and the nations when the holy spirit gave me the thought to search
for all the messages i had thus far written now going beyond 470 in these last 9 years that had the
word commit or commitment in them i was amazed when over 70 appeared on the list being an
accountant by trade that is 15 not an insignificant number thus those compiled messages in this book
will reveal at least one thing that our lord is faithful and committed and as we choose to follow
him we too will be as he is choose this day to seek him know him and be committed above all to him then
you too will discover that his word is the final word

Essentials of Acceptance and Commitment Therapy

2004

brooklyn tanner and andrew brinks have a long history one she wants nothing more than to forget
considering he s her best friend s brother and single father to two amazing girls who mean the world to
her it s almost impossible when the man she s been dating proposes she thinks it s exactly what she
needs to finally close this chapter of her life after all over sixteen years have passed since she gave
andrew brinks her heart only for him to destroy it why should that matter now

The State of Affairs

1998

For Fidelity

2014
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Joint Commitment

2019

Rules and Commitment in Communication

2005-09-22

The Commitment

1999-02-02

For Fidelity

1995

Building High Commitment in a Low-Commitment World

2019-08-16

Commitment

1986

Prototype Analysis of the Concepts of Love and Commitment

2004

Toward Commitment

1988

Caring & Commitment

2018-07-17

Commitment
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